Abstract. In this paper we develop techniques for computing the relative Brauer group of genus 1 curves. We use these techniques to show that the relative Brauer group may be infinite (for certain ground fields) as well as to determine this group explicitly for certain curves defined over the rational numbers. To connect to previous descriptions of relative Brauer groups in the literature, we describe a family of genus 1 curves, which we call "cyclic type" for which the relative Brauer group can be shown to have a particularly nice description. In order to do this, we discuss a number of formulations of the pairing between the points on an elliptic curve and its Weil-Chatêlet group into the Brauer group of the ground field, and draw connections to the periodindex problem for genus 1 curves. We also give an application concerning splitting fields of genus 1 curves.
Introduction
The relative Brauer group of a smooth projective variety over a field is an obstruction to the existence of a rational point on the variety. There are currently few computations of relative Brauer groups known explicitly. Particularly important examples are the homogeneous varieties, whose relative Brauer groups have been described in detail ( [MPW96] ). Recently, the first examples of computations for genus 1 curves were given in [Han] in which relative Brauer groups of certain hyperelliptic curves were described. In this paper, we discuss a framework for relative Brauer group computations, give a number of applications, and give some particular examples of relative Brauer groups. In one of these examples we reproduce an example from [Han] and in others give new example with genus 1 curves of very different forms. In a future paper joint with M. Lieblich, the second author will show how the more general problem of index reduction for a genus 1 curve may be reduced to the problem discussed in this paper of computing the relative Brauer group.
The algorithms described in section 3 for computing relative Brauer groups have been implemented (in certain cases) as a Macaulay2 [M2] package, freely available at the second author's webpage [Kra07] . This package uses pari as well [par] , and may be used to produce examples of relative Brauer groups for certain homogeneous spaces of elliptic curves defined over Q. Some of the examples in this paper were produced using this program.
1.1. Organization of the paper. This paper is composed of two main parts: section 2, which gives a relates pairings in various formulations to the relative Brauer group and
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period index problem, and section 3, which is concerned with explicit computations of relative Brauer groups.
We now give a brief outline of the different pairings which appear in section 2 and when they are used. In section 2.1, we give a pairing based on a map a, and relate this both to the relative Brauer group and to the period-index problem. This pairing is the one used in section 3. In sections 2.2 and 2.3, we explain why this pairing agrees with a pairing due to Tate, and give an alternate formulation of Tate's pairing. This alternate formulation allows us in section 2.4 to show that the relative Brauer group may be infinite, and in section 2.5 to answer a question about splitting fields of genus 1 curves. In section 2.6, we introduce another well known version of Tate's pairing and use this formulation to show in section 2.7 that it takes a particularly nice form for the homogeneous spaces of "cyclic type," which we define in that section. This gives an explanation for the form of the answers which had previously arisen in [Han] .
1.2. Conventions and notation. Throughout the paper we will consider an arbitrary ground field k, and we will denote by k a fixed separable closure. G will denote the absolute Galois group Gal(k/k). For a k-scheme X, we let X denote X × Spec(k) Spec(k).
For an algebraic group A/k, the abelian group H 1 (G, A(k)) parametrizes principal homogeneous spaces for A (see for example [Ser02] ). In the case that A is an abelian variety, we call this group the Weil-Chatêlet group and we write W C(A) = H 1 (G, A(k)). For a smooth projective variety X, we denote its Picard group by Pic(X) and its picard variety by Pic X . We let Pic 0 (X) denote the subgroup of Pic(X) consisting of those divisor classes which are algebraically equivalent to 0. Assuming that X has a point over some separable field extension, the k-points of Pic X are described as Pic X (k) = Pic 0 (X) G , and in general, Pic X is the sheafification of the Picard functor
with respect to theétale topology. For a k-scheme X, we let Br(X) denote the Brauer group of equivalence classes of Azumaya algebras, and for a ring R, we write Br(R) for Br(Spec(R)). In the case X is a smooth and quasiprojective variety, we may identify Br(X) = H 2 (X, G m ), and we have an injection Br(X) ֒→ Br(k(X)) (unless specified otherwise, all cohomology groups are to be interpreted asétale cohomology). Given a morphism Y → X, we define the relative Brauer group, written Br(Y /X) the kernel of the pullback map Br(X) → Br(Y ).
We introduce the following unusual notation: if x ∈ X(k) is a smooth point on a scheme X, we let Br(X, x) denote the subgroup of the Brauer group Br(X) consisting of classes whose specialization at x is trivial. In other words, it is defined by the short exact sequence:
2. The relative Brauer group and pairings 2.1. The relative Brauer group, period and index.
Theorem 2.1.1. Let C be a genus 1 curve over k. We have an exact sequences:
Proof. The second of these sequences is quite well known. The full proof of this will be given in somewhat more generality below -in particular the second sequence in the proposition is a special case of sequence (4), and the first sequence is the middle row of diagram(2).
In section 3.1, we will give an explicit formula for computing the map a C , which will allow us to determine Br(k(C)/k) for particular curves C.
Let X be a smooth projective variety defined over k. Suppose that X is geometrically irreducible -i.e. X is irreducible. Let K be the function field of X, and K = Kk, the function field of X. Let NS(X) be the Nerón-Severi group Div(X)/ Div 0 (X). Consider the following diagram with exact colums and rows:
(1) 0
, and that Pic 0 (X) = Pic X (k). When examining the long exact sequences in Galois cohomology arising from this diagram, we find maps
. From the exact sequence:
we may identify (using Hilbert's theorem 90),
We define a X to stand for the induced maps
We will often write these simply as a when the variety X is understood. The following subgroup of the relative Brauer group will be of particular relevance:
Using the snake lemma, we get the exact sequence of cokernels (since Br 0 (X/k) injects into Br(X/k)):
and consequently we have
which we may also write using diagram 2 as
Corollary 2.1.4. Suppose X is a curve with ind(X) = per(X). Then the map a is surjective.
Since the Hasse principle holds for elements of Br(k) for k global, we obtain information about ind(X) and per(X) from local data. In particular, we have a generalization of a result of Cassels (see for example [O'N02]):
Corollary 2.1.5. Suppose k is a number field, and let X/k be a smooth projective variety.
Corollary 2.1.6. If E is an elliptic curve and C ∈ T S(E), then C satisfies the above criterion, and hence must have index equal to period.
Proof. This will follow immediately from equation (3) if we can show that Br(X/k) is trivial. For every valuation v on k, consider the following commutative diagram:
But by the Albert-Hasse-Brauer-Noether theorem, this says Br(k) → Br(X) is injective, and hence Br(X/k) = 0.
The map a C may be interpreted in a variety of ways, particularly in terms of pairings. Let E be an elliptic curve over k, and denote by WC(E) its Weil-Châtelet group. Given an element γ ∈ WC(E), let E γ be a choice of a principal homogeneous space in the class of γ. We may define a map of sets
A priori, this is only a map of sets which is a homomorphism in the second variable. A result of Lichtenbaum ([Lic68] ) shows, however, that this agrees with a billinear pairing due to Tate.
2.2.
Tate's pairing. Let us now recall Tate's pairing. Although our description is not exactly the standard one, the equivalence the two definitions is not hard to show (in particular, ours is a slight reformulation of the description given in [Lic68] ). Let A/k be an abelian variety, and let B = Pic A be the Picard variety of A. We will define a pairing
Denote by Z(A) the group of 0-dimensional cycles on A k of degree 0, and by Y (A) the Albanese kernel of A defined by the exact sequence:
Let D ⊂ A×B be a Poincaré divisor. We define Z(A) ⊤ ∩D (respectively Y (A) ⊤ ∩D ) to be the subset of Z(A) (resp. Y(A)) of elements α, such that |α| × B transversally intersects D, where |α| is the support of α. Note that there is a well defined map Z(A) ⊤ ∩D → Div(B) given by α → π B (α ∩ D). Since this agrees with the cycle theoretic map (π B ) * (α · D), it follows that images of elements in Y (A) ⊤ ∩D are rationally equivalent to 0. In particular we get a map Y (A) ⊤ ∩D → Prin(A), the group of principal divisors on A.
To define the Tate pairing, we start with a class γ ∈ WC(A) = H 1 (k, A), and let α ∈ H 2 (k, Y (A)) be its image under the connecting homomorphism. Choose a representative cochain α for α and let D be a Poincaré divisor transversal to |α|. We may construct a cocycle β ∈ H 2 (k, Prin(B)) by applying the map
* /k * , it turns out that for every p ∈ B(k), the element β may be lifted to a cocyle
representing an element of the Brauer group of k(B) unramified at p. The pairing is then defined by γ, p = b(γ)| p .
Proposition 2.2.1. The Tate pairing agrees with the one described after theorem 2.1.1, i.e. if E is an elliptic curve, γ ∈ WC(E), and
Proof. The statement that these coincide is proved in [Lic68] , pages 1213-1216. Since it is not stated as a theorem in this paper, we note that on page 1213 of [Lic68] , Lichtenbaum defines the pairing due to Tate, on page 1215, he defines the pairing coming from a, and in pages 1215-1216 proves that these coincide.
2.3. Alternative formulation of Tate's pairing. We also give another description of the Tate pairing which will be useful for us. Let X be a smooth projective curve over k.
Theorem 2.3.1. There is a natural isomorphism A : WC(Pic X ) ∼ → Br(X, x), and in the case that X = E is an elliptic curve, and x = 0 E is the origin of the curve, the map
coincides with the Tate pairing. In other words,
One useful consequence of this formulation is the following result, which essentially says that a nontrivial homogeneous space may always be detected by its relative Brauer group, at least after extending the ground field:
) is unramified and hence lies in Br(E). Further,
Remark 2.3.3. In fact, using theorem 2.3.1 to relate this to the map a, corollary 2. 3 
.2 implies that Br
The proof of theorem 2.3.1 will make use of a couple of cohomological lemmas:
Proof. We use the fact that the existence of a rational point x ∈ X(k) makes the following short exact sequences split exact:
and the results follow immediately from the long exact sequences in cohomology and the fact that
Lemma 2.3.5. Suppose X is a curve over k with x ∈ X(k). Then the natural map
, it is enough to show that the map r :
. Injectivity of the map r follows immediately since the map
) has a splitting defined by pullback with respect to the inclusion x ֒→ X.
Since x is a smooth point of X, we have an exact sequence
and by choosing a generator π ∈ O X,x of the maximal ideal m X,x , we get a splitting of the above sequence sending 1 ∈ Z to π ∈ k(X) * . In particular, this shows that the induced map on the Galois cohomology
is injective when restricted to the image of r as desired.
Let us now describe the construction of the map A. Although this could be done more compactly using the Leray-Serre spectral sequence, it will be useful to construct it more explicitly. Consider the Picard sequences:
Using the long exact cohomology sequences associated to these short exact sequences (5) and lemmas 2.3.4 and 2.1.3, we obtain an exact sequence:
From the short exact sequence
we find an exact sequence
Using lemma 2.3.5, and using Tsen's theorem to show
, we get a short exact sequence:
Recall that the map k(X) → Div(X) induces a map ram : Br(k(X)) → H 2 (k, Div(X)) called the ramification map, and ker(ram) = Br(X). Let us denote the kernel of
. Then we have a diagram with exact columns and rows:
Since X has a rational point x ∈ X(k), the exact sequence on top is a split injection, and we may write H 2 nr (k, Prin(X)) = Br(X, x). Using sequence (6) to say WC(Pic X ) = H 2 nr (k, Prin(X)), we therefore obtain a split exact sequence:
Remark 2.3.6. We may describe the isomorphism A : WC(Pic X ) → Br(X, x) compactly as follows: Given γ ∈ WC(Pic X ) = H 1 (k, Pic X ), consider the short exact sequence on the top row of (5) and take the image of γ under the connecting homomorphism. This is an element
content of the argument above is to say that we may lift γ to an unramified class
proof of theorem 2.3.1. It is not hard to check that the operation π B ( ∩ D) gives a commutative diagram of sets:
where the top and bottom rows are exact sequences of abelian groups with Galois action. The pairing of Tate uses the connecting homomorphism from the bottom of diagram (10) on elements which lie in the middle row, while the pairing using A uses the connecting homomorphism on the top of the diagram. The result therefore follows immediately from commutativity of the diagram. 
We'll use the following lemma, the fundamental idea of which was communicated to us by A. Merkurjev:
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on dim(X). Suppose that Y (k(X)) = ∅. Then there is a rational morphism φ : X Y . If dim(X) = 0 then x = X and φ gives an element of Y (k), contradicting our hypothesis Y (k) = ∅. For the general induction step, let X by the blowup of X at the point x and let E ⊂ X be the exceptional divisor. Since the map φ may be defined in a set of codimension at least 2 and in particular, by restricting this morphism to E, we obtain a rational map E Y . Since E ∼ = P dim(X)−1 , E contains a smooth k-point and is irreducible. Therefore by letting E take the role of X, the induction hypothesis implies Y (k) = ∅, contradicting our hypothesis and completing the proof.
One consequence of this fact is that index of projective varieties is not changed by such field extensions: Corollary 2.4.5. Suppose X is a scheme defined over k with a smooth point x ∈ X. Then the restriction map Br(k) → Br(k(X)) is injective.
Proof. Recall that for a central simple algebra A over a field F , A is split if and only if the associated Severi-Brauer variety SB A has an F -point [Sal99] . Therefore, if A is a central simple k algebra with [A] = 0 in Br(k), then the variety SB A has no k-points. If the algebra is split by k(X) then this implies SB A does have a point over k(X). Since SB A is a proper variety, this would contradict lemma 2.4.3. Therefore we must have
Lemma 2.4.6. Suppose C is a homogeneous space for an elliptic curve E.
Proof. Let η ∈ E(L) be the generic point, and let α = a C (η). By lemma 2.4.3, the map Br(k) → Br(L) is injective. By theorem 2.3.1 and corollary 2.3.2, the element α is the restriction of the Brauer class A(C) ∈ Br(E, 0 E ) ⊂ Br(E) to the generic point η ∈ E, and α = 0.
Using the sequence (9), we may write Br(E, 0 E ) ⊕ Br(k) = Br(E) ֒→ Br(L). In particular, since α ∈ Br(E, 0 E ) and Br(C/k) ⊂ Br(k), the groups α and Br(C/k) do not intersect considered as subgroups of Br(C L /L) ⊂ Br(L). In particular, we obtain an injection Br(
proof of 2.4.2. Suppose C is a homogeneous space of index n. We will begin by reducing to the case that n is prime. This is not essential for the result, but helps the exposition of the proof. Let p be a prime divisor of n, and let F ′ /k be a prime to p closure of k.
Since every field extension has degree a power of p, we have
Consequently there is a field E/F ′ of degree p k with C(E) = ∅. Since F ′ is prime to p-closed, it follows that there is an intermediate field extension
. Consequently, C F has index exactly p. We will construct a chain of field extensions of F ,
Assuming that this has been done for i − 1, we define L i to be the function field L i−1 (C). By lemma 2.4.6, there is an α ∈ Br(
Since the index of C L i is p, α ∼ = Z/p, and the induction step follows from the fact that
. I claim that this map is injective. Arguing by contradiction, let us suppose there is an α ∈ Br(L i (C)/L i ) with α L = 0. If A is a central simple algebra in the class of α, then this says that the Severi-Brauer variety SB A has an L-rational point [Sal99] . With respect to some projective embedding of the variety SB A , this point has a finite number of coordinates, which must therefore lie in some field L j , for a sufficiently large integer j. But this means SB A (L j ) = ∅ and so L j splits A. This implies that α L i = 0. But this contradicts the injectivity of Br( 
Remark 2.5.2. The conclusion of proposition 2.5.1 may also be interpreted as saying that there exist no rational maps C ′ → C. This implication is spelled out during the second paragraph of the proof of the proposition.
We will begin with a few lemmas about the behavior of principal homogeneous spaces under scalar extensions. The first is an immediate consequence of the definition of index:
Lemma 2.5.3. Suppose C is a genus 1 curve with
Lemma 2.5.4. Suppose E is an elliptic curve, and α ∈ WC(E) has period p k m with
Proof. Since extension of scalars is a homomorphism, it is clear that per α L |p k m, and since L/k is prime to p closed, it therefore follows that per α L |p k . Suppose that per α L = p l with l ≤ k, and let β = p l α. We must show that in fact l = k. By functoriality, β L = 0, which implies that there is some finite field extension K/k which is prime to p such that β K = 0. Using the standard restriction-corestriction argument, this shows that rβ K = 0 for some r prime to p. In particular per β|r implies p k m = per α|p l r, which implies k = l as desired.
Lemma 2.5.5. Suppose C is a principal homogeneous space for an elliptic curve E, and X is a variety with a smooth rational point x ∈ X(k).
Proof. For a positive integer n, let C n be a representative in the cohomology class n[C] ∈ WC(E). By lemma 2.4.3, C n (k) = ∅ if and only if C n (k(X)) = ∅. Since per C is the smallest integer n such that C n has a rational point, it follows per C = per C k(X) as claimed.
proof of proposition 2.5.1. Using lemmas 2.5.4 and 2.5.3, we may extend our ground field to a prime to p closure of k, and have that per C = p n for some n without disturbing the validity of the hypotheses. Using lemmas 2.5.5 and 2.4.4, we may extending the base field to k(E) without disrupting the hypotheses and therefore assume by remark 2.3.3 that Br 0 (C/k) = 0.
We argue by contradiction and suppose that for every field extension
by hypothesis we have C(k(C ′ )) = ∅, and therefore we obtain a rational morphism C ′ → C. Since C(k) = ∅, the image of this morphism cannot be 0-dimensional and therefore it must be dominant. This means we have an inclusion of function fields k(C) ⊂ k(C ′ ), and so an inclusion of relative Brauer groups Br(k(C)/k) ⊂ Br(k(C ′ )/k). Let α ∈ Br 0 (k(C)/k). By the preceding argument, α ∈ Br(k(C ′ )/k), and by corollary 2.1.4, α ∈ Br 0 (k(C ′ )/k) since per C ′ = ind C ′ . Since per C = ind C, we have by corollary 2.3.2 that there is a point x ∈ E(k) such that a C (x) = [C], x = α, and a point y ∈ E(k)
, y = pβ, and therefore α is a p-divisible element of Br 0 (k(C)/k). But since α was arbitrary, this implies that Br 0 (k(C)/k) is a p-divisible group. Since it is also p n torsion by hypothesis, this implies Br 0 (k(C)/k) = 0, contradicting our assumption from the first paragraph.
2.6. Yet more pairings. Let G be a profinite group and suppose we have exact sequences of G-modules:
In this section we will construct a pairing
This will be particuly useful in the case that φ and φ ′ are dual isogenies on elliptic curves. At the end of this section we will consider the case that both φ and φ ′ are multiplication by n, and in the next section we will examine isogenies with cyclic kernels.
The following lemma is the main tool for showing that these pairings are well defined.
is zero, where δ here represents the connecting homomorphism from the short exact sequences.
Proof. We will show this concretely by explicitly constructing a 1 chain whose boundary is this cycle. Using the bar resolution, and choosing specific representatives for c, c ′ , we may write for σ, τ ∈ G:
If we define λ, µ : G → A ⊗ A as λ(σ) = σ(c ⊗ c ′ ), and µ(σ) = c ⊗ σ(c ′ ), then we obtain chains in C 1 (G, A ⊗ A ′ ), and computing boundaries, we have
and a similar, easier computation shows δλ(σ, τ ) = σ(c) ⊗ σ(c ′ ). In particular,
and so δc ∪ δc ′ is 0 in group cohomology.
For a morphism φ : M → N of G-modules, we will use the notation M[φ] to denote the kernel of φ.
This lemma allows us to construct pairings as follows:
Lemma 2.6.2.
Proof. To show that the above gives a well defined pairing, we need only show that the definition given does not depend on the choice of preimage a. To show this it suffices to show that if a maps to 0 in H 1 (G, B) , then it pairs any element trivially. But by the long exact sequence, if a maps to 0, we may write a = δc, and by lemma 2.6.1, δc ′ ∪ a = 0.
One application of this arises from the Kummer sequence on an elliptic curve. In the case where both exact sequences in corollary are equal to
we obtain a pairing β :
, and composing with the Weil pairing ω : E[n] × E[n] → µ n , we get a pairing
Proposition 2.6.3. Let E be an elliptic curve over k. Then the pairings
Proof. See [Baš72] .
2.7. Cyclic homogeneous spaces. Let E be an elliptic curve over k. We call a finite Galois submodule T ⊂ E cyclic if it is cyclic as an abstract group.
Definition 2.7.1. Let C be a homogeneous space for E of period n = per(C). We say that C has cyclic type if its cohomology class in H 1 (k, E) may be represented as the image of a cocycle γ ∈ H 1 (k, T ) where T ⊂ E is a cyclic submodule of order n.
The following observation shows that cyclic homogeneous spaces are somewhat special:
Proposition 2.7.2. Suppose C is a cyclic homogeneous space for E. Then per(C) = ind(C).
Proof. Choose a particular Galois cocycle γ ∈ Z 1 (G, T ) representing C. We may describe C as E equipped with the new Galois action σ · p = σ(p) ⊕ γ(σ). Let φ : E → E ′ be the isogeny with kernel T . Consider the isogeny φ C : C → E given after the above identification by φ × k k. We claim that this descends to give a morphism C → E. To see this we need to check σ(φ(p)) = φ(σ · p). But since γ(σ) ∈ T = ker(φ), we have
Now, since we have a n to 1étale cover C → E, the preimage of the origin in E gives a separable point in C of degree n over k, and therefore ind(C)|n = per(C). But since per(C)| ind(C) holds for any curve C, these must be equal.
Given any finte Galois submodule T ⊂ E, we obtain an isogeny 0
for an elliptic curve E ′ and a dual isogeny 0
is the natural inclusion, it is easy to see that we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows:
Lemma 2.7.4. The pairings above are compatible in the sense that we have a commutative diagram:
where the vertical arrow on the left is the natural inclusion.
Before proving this lemma, we will derive the following consequence:
Theorem 2.7.5. Using the notation E, T, T ′ , E ′ as above, Suppose C is a cyclic homogeneous space for E given by a cocycle
In particular, we have a surjective map to the Brauer group which factors as:
Proof. This follows from proposition 2.6.3 together with lemma 2.7.4 and corollary 2.1.4. The final sequence comes directly this description of the map a C combined with theorem 2.1.1.
proof of lemma 2.7.4. Choose x ∈ E(k) and γ ∈ H 1 (k, E) [φ] . Denote by j T , j n the inclusions of the submodules T and E[n] into E. By lemma 2.6.2 α(x, γ) = δ φ ′ x ∪ j T −1 γ, where δ φ ′ is the connecting homomorphism for the long exact cohomology sequence arising from
we have by commutativity of diagram 11 that j n i(γ ′ ) = j T (γ ′ ) = γ. We may now compute:
since p is induced by φ, this is equal to
The Brauer obstruction map a C for genus 1 curves Let E be an elliptic curve over k given on an affine patch by the equation:
Let E/k a G-Galois extension (which is no longer assumed to be the entire Galois group), and let γ ∈ Z 1 (G, E(E)) be a 1-cocycle (crossed homomorphism) representing a homogeneous space C/k for E/k. That is to say, as G varieties, C E is isomorphic to E E with the Galois action σ γ = ⊕ γ(σ) • σ, where by ⊕ p we mean the automorphism of the elliptic curve given by addition by p ∈ E. This means, for example, that for p ∈ E(E),
With this in mind, we represent points in C(E) by points in E(E), just with a different G-module structure.
For a function f ∈ E(X), where X is a G-variety, we have an action of σ ∈ G on f by
where the σ −1 is the action on X and the σ is induced by the action on E. In particular, if we identify E(C) with E(E) with a twisted action, we may write our action of σ ∈ G on f ∈ E(C) via
3.1. Computations. The goal of this section is to explicitly describe the map a C : E(k) → Br(C/k) described above in theorem 2.1.1. Given an element p ∈ E(k), this works in the following steps:
(1) Represent p as an element in (P ic 0 (C E )) G . (2) Pull this element back to a element in D p ∈ Div 0 (C E ). (3) Compute the coboundary ∂D p as a 1-cocycle with values in Div 0 (C E ). (4) Realize these values as lying in principal divisors on C -i.e. for each p, σ, find a function f p,σ ∈ E(C) whose divisor is ∂D p (σ). This gives a 1-cochain f p (σ) = f p,σ . (5) Let c p = ∂f p , and note that we may consider this as a 2-cocycle with values in E * (i.e. values are constant). That is to say, choosing q ∈ C(E), we have a 2-cocycle c p (σ, τ ) = c p (σ, τ )(q). This is our Brauer group element. It will be useful to have an explicit way to show that certain divisors are principal. We begin with the following definition:
Definition 3.1.1. Suppose p, q ∈ E(E). Define the function l p,q ∈ E(E) in the following way:
• if p = q = ∞, then l p,q = 1.
where λ 2 = 4ab. In particular, we have three possibilities: λ ∈ k, λ ∈ E \ k, or λ ∈ E. We will assume the second possibility holds : i.e. ab ∈ (E * ) 2 \ (k * ) 2 .
Lemma 3.2.1. Define a 1-cocycle γ ∈ H 1 (G, E(E)) via γ(id) = 1, γ(σ) = t 0 . Then γ corresponds to C viewed as a homogeneous space over E.
Proof. This is exactly [Sil99] , example 3.7, pages 293-295.
We will consider the case where rk(E) = 0. In this case since the image of a is entirely 2-torsion, im(a) = a(E(k) 2 ), where E(k) 2 is the 2-power torsion part of E(k). On the other hand, since the only k-rational nonidentity 2-torsion point is t 0 , if there are other points in (k) 2 , there must be at least a 4-torsion point. An explicit computation quickly shows however, that this would contradict the fact that ab is not a square (the line from t 0 to the 4-torsion point would have to be tangent at the 4-torsion point, and therefore its slope would have to be a fourth root of 16ab). Consequently, we have Br(C/k) = a t 0 .
By corollary 3.1.5, we have
with c = c t 0 described as above. For this example we compute explicitly:
and
Using q = t + in the formula 17 from corollary 3.1.5, and using the fact that σ(t + ) = t − , we have: and so Br(C/k) = {1, (a, b) −1 }.
3.2.2.
A curve of index 5. Let E be the elliptic curve over Q given by the equation:
One may check (for example, using Pari [par] ) that the torsion subgroup of this curve is Z/5Z, generated by g = (5, 5), and that its rank is 0. Let E/Q be any cyclic degree 5 extension, say G = Gal(E/Q) = σ|σ 5 . Let γ ∈ H 1 (G, E(E)) be given by γ(σ) = g. The element γ corresponds to a homogeneous space C for E, which is isomorphic to E if and only if γ is trivial. We will show: Example 3.2.2. The relative Brauer group Br(C/Q) of the curve C is cyclic generated by the cyclic algebra (E/Q, σ, 11). In particular, if 11 is not a norm from E, then C is not split.
Proof. This follows from direct computation with the above formulas. In particular, since for our curve, E(Q) = g , one need only check the 2-cocycle in the image of the point g.
One may check that for our curve, we may use the functions f g,σ i given by: Using remark 3.1.6, we may express our cocycle c g as
With the aid of computational software ( [par] , [M2]), we may determine the functions ⊖ g i f q,σ j . In particular, we have: and by using 3.1.7, we may find a cohomologous cocycle , we may construct other interesting examples by using curves of rank 0 with interesting torsion subgroups. The following is the result of output from this program: Let E be the elliptic curve defined over Q by the affine equation
Let L/Q be a cyclic Galois extension with generator σ of order 4. Given a torsion point t ∈ E(k) of order n dividing 4, we may use it to define a homomorphism Gal(L/k) → E(k) by sending the generator σ ∈ Gal(L/Q) to the torsion point t. Via the map Hom(Gal(L/Q), E(k)) → H 1 (Q, E), this defines a principal homogeneous space C t . For the elliptic curve E, pari/gp tells us that E is rank 0 with torsion subgroup generated by the points (8, 18) of order 4 and (−1, 0) of order 2.
For the homogenous space defined by t = ⊖(8, 18), the relative Brauer group is isomorphic to Z/4 × Z/2, generated by the cyclic algebras: For the homogenous space defined by t = ⊖(−1, 0), the relative Brauer group is isomorphic to Z/2 × Z/2 generated by the cyclic algebras:
a Ct (8, 18) = (L/k, σ, 9), a Ct (−1, 0) = (L/k, σ, −9).
